
 

Glen Morgan 

 reported via the portal (Thu, 25 Jul 2019 at 9:43 AM) 

To whom it may concern,  

 

It has come to my attention that People for Moon PAC has committed serious violations of 

Washington State’s campaign finance laws (RCW 42.17A).  These violations were committed during 

the 2017 election cycle.   

 

 

1) Failure to accurately describe expense. (Violation of RCW 42.17A.240(6) & WAC 390-16-037, 

RCW 42.17A.235) 

  

This PAC has failed to follow Washington State’s Campaign Finance laws as they apply to the 

reporting of expenditures. Other than some minor expenditures and donor refunds, this campaign 

had one primary expenditure to report accurately, which they failed to do. 

 

This is a classic example of a failure to provide sufficient detail of expenditures (unambiguous 

violations of RCW 42.17A.240(6) and WAC 390-16-037 (see example B provided at WAC 390-16-

037(3):  

 

The primary PAC expenditures reported on PDC Report # 100797247 (see attached) failed to 

report any detail associated with the $25,000 expenditure to WinPower Strategies.  “Digital 

Advertising” is insufficient detail and a clear violation of WAC 390-16-037(3).  This PAC must fix this 

C4 report so that the public may know how these funds were actually spent. 

 

 

The PDC should conduct a thorough review of this PAC’s campaign to identify other violations which 

may have been committed.  

 

Please don't hesitate to contact me if you need any additional information. 

  

Best Regards,  

  

Glen Morgan 

 

https://wapdc.freshdesk.com/a/contacts/13016106447
https://wapdc.freshdesk.com/a/contacts/13016106447
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Complaint Description 

  
 

What impact does the alleged violation(s) have on the public? 

The public has a right to know how significant campaign expenditures, in this case $25,000 

were actually spent.  Consulting groups like WinPower Strategies must provide sufficient 

detail and evidence of their expenditures and report these correctly to the PDC so that the 

people may know the truth. 

List of Attached evidence or contact information where evidence may be found 

see attached 

 

List of potential witnesses with contact information to reach them 

Andy Lo, Treasurer, any officers of this PAC, and the principals of WinPower Strategies 

 

I certify (or declare) under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of Washington that 

information provided with this complaint is true and correct to the best of my knowledge and 

belief. 
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